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Neurotransmitter is released from synaptic vesicles at the highly specialized presynaptic
active zone (AZ). The complex molecular architecture of AZs mediates the speed,
precision and plasticity of synaptic transmission. Importantly, structural and functional
properties of AZs vary significantly, even for a given connection. Thus, there appear
to be distinct AZ states, which fundamentally influence neuronal communication by
controlling the positioning and release of synaptic vesicles. Vice versa, recent evidence
has revealed that synaptic vesicle components also modulate organizational states
of the AZ. The protein-rich cytomatrix at the active zone (CAZ) provides a structural
platform for molecular interactions guiding vesicle exocytosis. Studies in Drosophila
have now demonstrated that the vesicle proteins Synaptotagmin-1 (Syt1) and Rab3 also
regulate glutamate release by shaping differentiation of the CAZ ultrastructure. We review
these unexpected findings and discuss mechanistic interpretations of the reciprocal
relationship between synaptic vesicles and AZ states, which has heretofore received
little attention.
Keywords: synaptotagmin I, Rab3, cytomatrix at the active zone, synaptic transmission and plasticity, synaptic
vesicle, active zone, neurotransmitter release
INTRODUCTION
Chemical synapses are important regulators of neuronal information transfer. At these specialized
intercellular contact sites the arrival of an action potential at the presynaptic terminal triggers the
release of neurotransmitter onto a postsynaptic cell, where subsequent receptor activation gives rise
to signal transduction. Remarkable electrophysiological work by Bernard Katz and colleagues on
the quantal nature of neurotransmitter release in the mid-20th century set the basis for interpreting
morphological features of the synaptic ultrastructure (Fatt and Katz, 1952; del Castillo and Katz,
1954; Palay, 1956; Couteaux and Pécot-Dechavassine, 1970). This combination of functional
and structural studies helped to establish that transmitter is packaged into synaptic vesicles and
discharged at a morphological specialization of the presynapse termed the active zone (AZ).
AZs transform a presynaptic action potential into the release of a chemical signal with high
spatial and temporal precision. To perform this task, different proteins, some ubiquitously
expressed and some highly specialized, are recruited to the AZ. Here, these molecules act in
concert to control the final stages of the synaptic vesicle cycle. Vesicles are guided to the AZ
membrane, docked and primed in a release-ready state and fused with the plasma membrane
upon calcium ion (Ca2+) influx through voltage-gated Ca2+ channels (VGCCs). To ensure
spatial precision of exocytosis, molecular interactions spanning the synaptic cleft align the
AZ membrane exactly opposite the postsynaptic receptor field. The impressive speed and
precise timing of neurotransmitter release, in turn, is provided by the coordinated interplay
of individual protein-protein interactions occurring at the AZ (Jahn and Fasshauer, 2012).
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In addition to the core fusion complex, containing SNARE
(‘‘soluble NSF-attachment protein receptor’’) and SM
(‘‘Sec1/Munc18-like’’) proteins, vesicle components and
AZ-specific proteins contribute to these interactions and help to
position synaptic vesicles in close proximity to Ca2+ channels.
The operation of these molecular machines enables presynaptic
Ca2+ inflow to be followed by a postsynaptic current in less than
a millisecond (Geiger and Jonas, 2000).
Current evidence suggests that the central protein complex
surrounding VGCCs at Drosophila AZs is made up of RIM (Graf
et al., 2012; Müller et al., 2012), RIM-BP (RIM-binding protein;
Liu et al., 2011), Unc13 (Aravamudan et al., 1999), Liprin-α
(Kaufmann et al., 2002; Fouquet et al., 2009), Syd-1 (Owald
et al., 2010), Fife (homolog of vertebrate Piccolo; Bruckner et al.,
2012) and Brp (Bruchpilot; Kittel et al., 2006b; Wagh et al.,
2006). The membrane-proximal N-terminal domain of Brp is
homologous to the vertebrate AZ component CAST/ELKS/ERC
(CAST hereafter), while its coiled-coil rich C-terminus, which
reaches into the cell interior, is related to large cytoskeletal
proteins and is not conserved in its shorter ortholog (Wagh
et al., 2006; Fouquet et al., 2009). The large vertebrate AZ
scaffolding protein Bassoon does not appear to be encoded by
the Drosophila genome. This has led to the suggestion that
by tethering synaptic vesicles to the cytomatrix at the active
zone (CAZ; via its C-term) and by clustering AZ VGCCs
(via its N-term) Brp incorporates the functions of several
vertebrate AZ proteins thereby ensuring efficient excitation-
secretion coupling (Kittel et al., 2006a; Hallermann et al.,
2010c).
In electron micrographs, the protein complexes assembled
at the AZ are depicted as electron-dense material on the
presynaptic plasma membrane. This CAZ often includes
prominent structures reaching into the cytoplasm, which vary
considerably between different synapses in a species- and cell-
type specific manner (Zhai and Bellen, 2004). While chemical
synapses operate by the same basic principle (Katz, 1970) the
ultrastructural diversity emphasizes the non-uniform protein
composition and organization of AZs. This observation raises
the question how these complex molecular architectures are
mechanistically linked to diverse functional adaptations of
synaptic neurotransmitter release (Atwood and Karunanithi,
2002).
Here we follow the hypothesis that discrete organizational
states can be specified for AZs. At present it is unclear how
many such states may exist, what their functional significance
is, or whether AZ differences may turn out to be more
appropriately described by a continuum. However, for the time
being this heuristic mode of inquiry is a useful means to clarify
organizational principles underlying an information processing
system. The precise spatial arrangement of AZ proteins, i.e., their
orientation relative to the membrane and other AZ molecules,
their copy number and the stoichiometry of macromolecular
complexes, is functionally relevant. We therefore suggest that
studying the nanoscopic arrangement of core CAZ components,
such as the large filamentous Brp protein, relative to other
proteins like VGCCs can help to distinguish and interpret AZ
physiology.
PLASTICITY OF AZ STATES
Structural features and functional properties of AZs differ
between various neuron types, between individual synapses
belonging to the same neuron and at one and the same site
over time (Atwood and Karunanithi, 2002). This plasticity of AZ
states is both a developmental phenomenon and can also occur
in the mature nervous system in response to changes in synaptic
activity. Generally speaking, synaptic plasticity can be divided
into short-lived and long-term forms.
Functional changes at the AZ feature prominently in short-
term synaptic plasticity (Hallermann et al., 2010b; Regehr, 2012).
Synaptic transmission can undergo rapid facilitation during
ongoing activity through the accumulation of free Ca2+ in the
presynaptic terminal, thereby raising vesicle release probability
(Katz and Miledi, 1968; Schneggenburger and Neher, 2005).
Conversely, depression of transmitter release can occur on a
short time scale due to an inactivation of VGCCs or a depletion
of readily-releasable vesicles (RRVs; Forsythe et al., 1998; Neher,
2015). Thus, in addition to spatio-temporal Ca2+ dynamics,
kinetics of vesicle recruitment, priming and AZ release site
(re)generation play an important role in shaping short-term
plasticity (Junge et al., 2004; Hallermann et al., 2010c; Neher,
2010).
The CAZ is a dynamic structure and its molecular
reorganization can shape synaptic function on a time scale of
minutes (Matz et al., 2010). Such AZ plasticity can be induced
by artificial changes of synaptic activity (Wojtowicz et al.,
1994; Spangler et al., 2013) and by natural stimuli. Particularly
striking examples of CAZ remodeling in vivo have been observed
in visual systems of flies and vertebrates where light-dark
changes affect the CAZ ultrastructure of photoreceptors (Abe
and Yamamoto, 1984; Rybak and Meinertzhagen, 1997; Spiwoks-
Becker et al., 2004). Recent work in Drosophila has shown that
light exposure triggers the removal of Brp, RIM-BP and Liprin-
α from photoreceptor terminals, whereas VGCCs and Syd-1
remain unaffected by this molecular plasticity (Sugie et al., 2015).
Homeostatic synaptic plasticity describes a particular form
of activity-dependent plasticity, which serves to maintain
constant transmission strength in response to altered pre-
or postsynaptic function (Davis and Müller, 2015). In an
evolutionarily conserved homeostatic process, observed
for example at end-plates of myasthenia gravis patients,
reduced postsynaptic sensitivity is counteracted by upregulated
neurotransmitter release to restore action potential-evoked
postsynaptic current amplitudes and maintain muscle
excitation (Cull-Candy et al., 1980; Wang et al., 2016). At
the Drosophila neuromuscular junction (NMJ), molecular
mechanisms underlying related modifications of AZ states
have been studied in considerable detail. Here, a homeostatic
enhancement of Ca2+ influx through VGCCs is mediated by
RIM-BP and plasma membrane insertion of epithelial sodium
channels (ENaC; Younger et al., 2013; Müller et al., 2015).
The concurrent recruitment of RRVs is guided by RIM as well
as RIM-BP and is accompanied by the enlargement of the
Brp-positive CAZ (Weyhersmüller et al., 2011; Müller et al.,
2015).
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Activity-dependent, long-term synaptic plasticity plays an
important role in complex brain functions and represents a likely
cellular correlate of memory formation. Mossy fiber synapses
in the mammalian hippocampus undergo presynaptically
expressed long-term potentiation (LTP), which requires the
CAZ constituent RIM1α and the vesicle protein Rab3A (Castillo
et al., 1997, 2002). Interactions between RIM1α with Rab3A
and VGCCs promote tight Ca2+ channel-vesicle coupling (Han
et al., 2011; Kaeser et al., 2011) and this process has been
suggested to underlie increased transmitter release during mossy
fiber LTP (Nicoll and Schmitz, 2005). However, details and
direct evidence to support this hypothesis have not yet been
presented. In Drosophila, odor memory formation is associated
with presynaptic plasticity of Kenyon cells, the intrinsic
mushroom body neurons (Heisenberg, 2003). Moreover, recent
work has uncovered long-term synaptic depression in the
context of aversive olfactory learning, consistent with functional
modifications of Kenyon cell AZs (Hige et al., 2015). Brp
and the vesicle-associated phosphoprotein Synapsin have been
implicated in associative learning (Godenschwege et al., 2004;
Knapek et al., 2011), though here too, we still lack basic
information on the molecular mechanisms underlying memory-
related changes of AZ states.
Developmental processes can also target the molecular
architecture of AZs giving rise to changes in synaptic strength.
For example, at several synapses of the mammalian auditory
pathway, developmental changes affect the coupling distance
between RRVs and VGCCs at the AZ (Fedchyshyn and Wang,
2005; Wong et al., 2014). Whereas immature AZs display
loose coupling, maturation tightens the spatial association
of VGCCs with membrane-docked vesicles. By placing the
vesicular Ca2+ sensor closer to the source of Ca2+ influx,
this conversion from ‘‘microdomain’’ to ‘‘nanodomain’’
coupling regimes promotes transmission efficiency by
increasing neurotransmitter release probability (Eggermann
et al., 2011).
As individual synapses mature during the development of
the glutamatergic Drosophila NMJ, the molecular complexity
and Brp content of their AZs increase (Schmid et al., 2008;
Fouquet et al., 2009). Brp helps cluster presynaptic VGCCs and,
correspondingly, an AZ’s neurotransmitter release probability
correlates with Brp protein copy number (Kittel et al., 2006b;
Ehmann et al., 2014). The developmental incorporation of Brp
therefore likely promotes synaptic strength. Interestingly, Brp
recruitment is accompanied by changes to the glutamate receptor
subunit composition of an AZ’s postsynaptic partner. As the
AZ grows, GluR-IIA accumulation is reduced and receptor
incorporation shifts towards GluR-IIB (Schmid et al., 2008).
This transsynaptic relationship appears to be bidirectional,
since brp mutants possess elevated GluR-IIA levels and gluR-
IIA mutants display increased release and elevated Brp levels
(DiAntonio et al., 1999; Weyhersmüller et al., 2011). Hence,
heterogeneous AZ states are matched with the molecular makeup
of postsynaptic receptor fields.
The differentiation of this synaptic system operates at multiple
levels of organization. Certain AZs participate in spontaneous
and evoked neurotransmitter release, while others preferentially
support one mode of exocytosis or the other, possibly depending
on their maturation state (Melom et al., 2013; Peled et al.,
2014). Moreover, a structural and functional gradient develops
along a specific larval motoneuron. Distal boutons of the
‘‘type Ib’’ neuron are larger than their proximal counterparts,
they possess more AZs and these, in turn, contain more Brp
molecules (Ehmann et al., 2014; Paul et al., 2015). Accordingly,
action potentials in distal boutons generate larger Ca2+ signals
and release a greater number of synaptic vesicles in a more
synchronized manner (Guerrero et al., 2005; Peled and Isacoff,
2011; Paul et al., 2015).
MOLECULAR MANIPULATIONS OF
ACTIVE ZONE STATES
CAZ Proteins
The function of individual CAZ proteins has been deduced
mainly by studying mutant alleles. In addition to functional
phenotypes, such molecular manipulations may also modify the
AZ ultrastructure. These changes are most readily detected at
synaptic contacts with prominent CAZ architectures visible in
electron micrographs, such as ribbons of vertebrate sensory
synapses or the T-bar at the Drosophila NMJ.
Brp is an integral component of the Drosophila T-bar and is
essential for its assembly. At brp null mutant AZs VGCCs are
mislocalized and T-bars are missing (Kittel et al., 2006b). T-bars
appear truncated in C-terminal deletion mutants (Fouquet et al.,
2009) and are misshaped when posttranslational modification
of Brp is disturbed (Mi s´kiewicz et al., 2011). In the absence
of RIM-BP, which acts in concert with Brp to cluster VGGCs
and shape the T-bar, Brp-positive CAZ structures are severely
misformed (Liu et al., 2011). Besides these core determinants
of T-bar morphology, other CAZ proteins also define the T-
bar ultrastructure, reflecting the intricate protein complex of the
CAZ. Whereas T-bars appear ‘‘overgrown’’ in mutants of liprin-
α and syd-1 (Kaufmann et al., 2002; Owald et al., 2010), fife
mutant AZs display membrane disruptions and detached T-bar-
like structures (Bruckner et al., 2012).
Turning to vertebrate sensory synapses, genetic studies
in mouse have uncovered contributions of several CAZ
components to ribbon morphology. While Bassoon, a large
protein component of the CAZ, is involved in attaching
ribbons to the AZ membrane in photoreceptors (Dick et al.,
2003) and cochlear inner hair cells (Khimich et al., 2005),
Piccolino, a ribbon-specific splice variant of the CAZ protein
Piccolo, appears to shape the ribbon ultrastructure (Regus-
Leidig et al., 2014). CAST in turn exerts a more subtle
influence on the CAZ architecture. In rod photoreceptors
of CAST knock-out mice ribbons are shorter despite an
apparently intact overall molecular organization (tom Dieck
et al., 2012).
Disrupting expression or proper function of a CAZ protein
may change the spatial arrangement and operation of other
AZ constituents. Analyzing this molecular organization, ideally
quantitatively and in combination with physiological and
biochemical data, can provide insight to complex protein
interactions at the CAZ. With rearrangements taking place
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on the nanometer scale, until quite recently, such changes
to the molecular architecture have been difficult to detect.
The introduction of super-resolution light microscopy to the
Neurosciences is beginning to change this situation (Sigrist and
Sabatini, 2012; Ehmann et al., 2015).
Since small changes to the physical distance between VGCCs
and RRVs have a profound effect on neurotransmitter release
(Eggermann et al., 2011) information on the nanoscopic
distribution of VGCCs in the AZ membrane is important. In an
interesting parallel, super-resolution microscopy has uncovered
disarranged VGCC clusters at brp and bassoon mutant AZs
of Drosophila and mouse, respectively (Kittel et al., 2006b;
Frank et al., 2010; Hallermann et al., 2010c). Combining
such modern light microscopy techniques with sophisticated
electron microscopy (Indriati et al., 2013) opens new prospects
of clarifying structure-function relationships of AZ states by
resolving VGCC topographies with respect to synaptic vesicles
and the CAZ.
Synaptic Vesicle Proteins
The molecular architecture of the AZ is not only altered by
interfering with CAZ components, but can also change when
VGCCs (Urbano et al., 2003) or synaptic vesicle proteins are
manipulated.
Rab3 is a small synaptic vesicle-associated GTPase involved
in vesicle cycling, docking and exocytosis (Figure 1A; Südhof,
2004). In a seminal study on Rab3 function in Drosophila, Graf
et al. reported that Rab3 also controls the protein composition
of AZs. At rab3 mutant NMJs the number of Brp positive AZs
drops down to about 30%. At the same time, individual AZs
containing Brp are dramatically enlarged, these sites frequently
display multiple T-bars and accumulate VGCCs (Figures 1B–D;
Graf et al., 2009). According to quantitative super-resolution
imaging, the number of Brp molecules at the fraction of available
sites is increased on average 1.6-fold and correspondingly release
probability at these AZs increases with increasing Brp content
(Peled and Isacoff, 2011; Ehmann et al., 2014). Interestingly,
late expression of rab3 can rescue the already manifested
mutant phenotype, illustrating the dynamic control of Rab3
on the distribution and nucleation of Brp at AZs (Graf et al.,
2009).
The vesicular protein Synaptotagmin-1 (Syt1) plays a decisive
role as a Ca2+ sensor by triggering neurotransmitter secretion
on the one hand and clamping vesicle fusion on the other
(Figure 1A; Brose et al., 1992; DeBello et al., 1993). Recent work
at the Drosophila NMJ has described a surprising additional
influence of Syt1 on structural synaptic differentiation (Paul
et al., 2015). Reducing Syt1 protein levels leads to major changes
in the morphology of the type Ib motoneuron. Both bouton area
and the number of AZs per bouton drop below 50% of wild type
values, the Brp count per CAZ increases moderately, and the
structure-function gradient is lost (Figures 1B–D). Proximal and
distal boutons at syt1 knock-down (sytKD) NMJs have uniform
dimensions and they posses comparable numbers of AZs with
similar Brp content. In agreement with these observations,
focal electrophysiological measurements report indistinguishable
FIGURE 1 | Synaptotagmin-1 (Syt1) and Rab3 shape active zone (AZ)
differentiation and ultrastructure. (A) Illustration of the molecular
complexity of the AZ. Syt1 (blue) and Rab3 (green) are highlighted. The
numbers indicate core AZ proteins mentioned in the text: (1) VGCC; (2)
Bassoon; (3) CAST; (4) Munc-13/18; (5) RIM; (6) Liprin-α. Modified from
Goodsell (2009; © by The International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology). (B) Shown are confocal images of the terminal three boutons along a
type Ib axon branch. Staining against the membrane marker HRP (magenta)
and Brp (green) illustrates the reduced number of AZs in rab3 mutant (rab3rup)
and sytKD motoneurons. Note the small boutons at the sytKD neuromuscular
junction (NMJ). Taken from Paul et al. (2015). (C) Super-resolution imaging of
Brp by dSTORM (direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy;
Heilemann et al., 2008). Examples of Brp organization at control and sytKD
AZs (Paul et al., 2015) and the massively enlarged cytomatrix at the active
zone (CAZ) frequently observed at rab3rup NMJs (Graf et al., 2009; Ehmann
et al., 2014). (D) Quantification of the AZ gradient along type Ib motoneurons
(left, related to B) and the nanoscopic organization of Brp at the CAZ (right,
related to C). Summary of data presented in Ehmann et al. (2014) and Paul
et al. (2015).
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evoked excitatory postsynaptic current amplitudes at proximal
and distal locations.
It is recognized that CAZ components can affect the
organization of synaptic vesicles at the AZ. For example,
filamentous proteins concentrate vesicles in the vicinity of the
AZ membrane by tethering them to the CAZ. Such a function
is performed by the C-terminal end of Brp to promote rapid
vesicle recruitment during high frequency synaptic activity
(Hallermann et al., 2010c) and a related role has been ascribed
to Bassoon (Hallermann et al., 2010a). It has also been reported
that Syt2 participates in positioning vesicles close to VGCCs
at the AZ membrane (Young and Neher, 2009). However, to
date little attention has been paid to the possibility that vesicle
proteins such as Synaptotagmins may influence the structural
organization of the AZ (Neher and Penner, 1994).
Work on Syt1 has focused on its role in regulating the final
stages of the synaptic vesicle cycle and specifically on its Ca2+
-dependent control of exocytosis. In contrast, an additional
influence of Syt1 on neuronal differentiation and AZ architecture
has remained largely unaddressed. With increasing knowledge of
the molecular makeup of the CAZ (Figure 1A) and information
on its capacity to undergo dynamic rearrangements, further
lines of investigation can now be followed up (Graf et al.,
2009; Paul et al., 2015). To this end, modern light microscopy
methods provide new options for interrogating the involvement
of synaptic vesicle proteins in (ultra)structural organization
(Figure 1C).
OUTLOOK
There is strong evidence that the CAZ is a plastic structure
and that its dynamic rearrangement gives rise to different
functional properties of AZs. The observations that synaptic
vesicle proteins can influence this plasticity are puzzling (Graf
et al., 2009; Paul et al., 2015) and suggest a connection between
vesicle dynamics and CAZ assembly (Chen et al., 2015). The
mechanisms through which Syt1 and Rab3 shape the CAZ
are currently not understood. In principle, alterations of CAZ
structure and synaptic differentiation may reflect compensatory,
homeostatic changes triggered by impaired presynaptic function.
However, the structural phenotypes of sytKD and rab3 mutant
NMJs are dissimilar, indicating different pathways, and other
manipulations of vesicle release do not parallel the Brp layout
seen e.g., in rab3 mutants (Graf et al., 2009).
Alternatively, the structural abnormalities may be directly
linked to the involvement of Syt1 and Rab3 in the synaptic vesicle
cycle. Consistent with this notion, a recent study of mutant
alleles has demonstrated that normal AZ differentiation depends
on a typical vesicle tethering mechanism of Rab3 (Chen et al.,
2015). It will be of interest to carry out an analogous mutational
analysis of syt1 to identify protein domains relevant for shaping
CAZ ultrastructure and neuronal morphology. Notably, Rab3 is
enriched at AZs of the Drosophila NMJ. Its punctate clustering
requires the presence of Brp and is quite different to the more
homogeneous distribution of other synaptic vesicle proteins
(Graf et al., 2009). This suggests that Rab3 is associated with a
sub-population of vesicles in the vicinity of the CAZ, or with
the CAZ itself. Future work will have to clarify how the specific
localization pattern of Rab3 is mechanistically connected to
its influence on AZ plasticity. An intriguing possibility is that
Rab3 and Syt1 exert their structural effects through association
with vesicle populations other than neurotransmitter-filled
synaptic vesicles. Work in rodent neurons has suggested that
preassembled CAZ complexes are transported to developing
synapses in so-called Piccolo-Bassoon transport vesicles (PTVs),
which include e.g., Piccolo, Bassoon, Munc-13, RIM, CAST and
VGCCs (Zhai et al., 2001; Shapira et al., 2003; Maas et al.,
2012). Whereas Rab3a is associated with PTVs (Shapira et al.,
2003), Syt1 instead appears to be included in synaptic vesicle
protein transport vesicles (STVs), which are transported together
with PTVs in a coordinated manner (Zhai et al., 2001; Tao-
Cheng, 2007; Bury and Sabo, 2011). In Drosophila, Brp is co-
transported along the axon with RIM-BP (Siebert et al., 2015).
However, neither Liprin-α and Syd-1, which precede Brp during
AZ assembly (Fouquet et al., 2009), nor Rab3 are associated with
this putative precursor complex.
Why have genetic studies of rab3 and syt1 in other organisms
not reported structural AZ defects similar to those observed in
Drosophila? One possibility is that the stereotypic morphological
layout of the fly NMJ, including its developmental synaptic
differentiation, facilitates the quantification of parameters
pertaining to neuronal structure and AZ ultrastructure, which
are more difficult to measure in other systems. In particular,
the T-bar as a prominent marker of the CAZ and the
characteristic modular assembly of Brp support analyses of the
AZ nanostructure (Kittel et al., 2006b; Graf et al., 2009; Liu et al.,
2011; Ehmann et al., 2014; Paul et al., 2015). To clarify whether
the structural roles of synaptic vesicle proteins are a peculiarity
of the Drosophila NMJ or an evolutionarily conserved feature, it
will be worthwhile to investigate other synapses with prominent
CAZ architectures.
Finally, these new results have important implications for
our current understanding of Rab3 and Syt1 functions. Single-
synapse resolution is rarely attained in electrophysiological
recordings and therefore structural data, e.g., concerning the
number of sampled synapses, must be taken into account
when extending functional interpretations to the single synapse
level. Evidently, we still lack fundamental information on the
mechanisms guiding the dynamic organization of AZ states. As
we continue filling the gaps old players may be seen in a new light.
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